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Sol Lewitt



Beeple

 “Everydays—The First 5000 Days”

 Sold at Christie’s for $69.3m in 
March



Beeple

Source: SecurityBoulevard.com 



Pak



NFTs

Blockchain Token Metadata Digital file
Smart contract URL? 

IPFS?
URL? 
IPFS?



The Easy Question:
What Are You Buying When You Buy an NFT?

 A unique ledger entry that refers to (the metadata associated with) a digital object

 Bragging rights

 A sense of patronage

 The ability to resell the token

 You are thus (typically) not getting:
 Other rights related to the artwork (e.g. copyright)

 A more “authentic” copy of the artwork than non-NFT owners



More Difficult Questions

 Can the owner of the NFT call him/herself the “owner” of the artwork?
 The NFT owner is not “owning” the underlying artwork in any meaningful way, unless the art 

market starts giving that meaning

 Why need for cryptocurrency?
 What stops me from issuing an NFT on somebody else’s creation?
 Who ensures that digital object remains online somewhere? Who ensures continued 

existence of (hyper)links between token and file with metadata and between metadata 
and digital object? Who ensures survival of required platform/software?

 Is there a future for a market in NFTs on physical objects?
 What about the environmental damage caused by energy consumption associated with 

confirming and registering transations?



Opportunities

 Certification of “ownership” and creation of artificial scarcity enable emergence of 
market for digital art: 
 Artists can monetize their creations

 Art lovers can start putting together “collections” of digital art

 Speculators gonna speculate

 This new market is arguably relatively transparent given public nature of blockchain

 Minting an NFT on an exchange can be cheap (“gas fees”). More meritocratic art world? 

 Smart contracts often give % of resale revenues to artists (“droit de suite”)

 Potential to change relation between artist and collector (e.g., allow to modify or 
reconstruct original artwork)



Many Types of NFT “Art”

 NFT’ed digital art

 “Native” blockchain and crypto art 

 Crypto-collectibles

 Gaming, metaverse, etc.

Source: https://www.sothebys.com/en/buy/auction/2021/this-changed-everything-source-code-for-www-x-tim-berners-lee-an-nft/source-code-for-the-www?locale=en






Kevin McCoy

 “Quantum”

 Originally minted in 2014 on 
Namecoin blockchain 

 Minted again in 2021

 Sold for $1.5m at Sotheby’s in June








Larva Labs

 “CryptoPunk 7523”

 One of 10,000 Punks 

 The CryptoPunks were free to 
acquire by anyone with an 
ETH wallet in 2017

 Sold for $11.8m at same 
Sotheby’s auction



Bubble 
component?

 The “meme economy”

 Also see: GameStop, Dogecoin

 Role of crypto-enthusiasts and 
(volatile) crypto-wealth?

 Innovations are often initially 
associated with inflated (short-
term) expectations

Source: @IvanTheK, ”Capital Asset Pricing Model for Meme Stonks”



Prices and Trading

 Prices = f(artistic quality, technology, community, etc.)

 Auction sales tip of the iceberg; most transactions through 
NFT marketplaces like OpenSea, SuperRare, etc.
 Combination of listings with fixed prices, open offers, (reserve) 

auctions

 Some platforms also allow everyone to mint their own NFT

 Large majority of NFTs sell for less than $10; only 1% sells for 
more than $1,600 (Nadini et al. 2021)

 Ownership highly concentrated

 Traders highly specialized
Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/07/opinion/nft-art-market.html



Role of Auction Houses?
 The “buyer’s premium” payable to Christie’s 

on the Beeple sale was $9m

 There is arguably a tension between nature of 
NFTs and having auction houses as 
intermediary in this market

 Auction houses have reacted very quickly to 
rise of NFTs with associated changes in the 
way they do business—primary market, 
weeklong (online) auctions, accepting 
payments in cryptocurrency, etc. 

 Curatorial role for auction houses?



Some Final Thoughts

 The NFT technology is here to stay

 Given ease of creating NFTs (and infinite pool of digital objects that can be the basis of 
NFT), we are likely to see excess supply

 Many NFTs have very little monetary value—and even more so will lose whatever market 
value they have very quickly

 When will “traditional” art collectors start buying?

 What meaning will the art market—and society—give to NFT “ownership”?
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